
everything we do , with every attitude we take is a result of chemicals in

the brain and it all comes from these things and there's no " We have
it's just the result of what's there.

nothing to do with it,! And he said we don't know enough now to prove that this

is true, but he has no doubt that it is. And of course I don't think that that

is true. There is such a thing as freedom of choice , but I think the 1.ed

freedom of choice is what we have to take on faith. Sovereignty is more easy

to prove than free will, but it's very hard to ha fit into scientific argue

ment. Whereas it's very easy on the side to take it that everything is the

result of forces. Nobody can have free will. (Let me come back to the statement

--the tax idea that there are two things that are definitely true and we don't

know how these fit together, one is predestination and one is free will). Let

me give another illustration to that. Here are two things that today seem

perfectly to fit together but 500 years ago didn't. If US said to anybody

sa- 500 years ago , "What happenswhen an apple gets ripe on the tree?" He

would say , "It falls." Well-,-every- Why does it fall? Well, everything falls

down. That's one of the commonest things of life . Everything g goes down.

And when you came and said to somebody and aaid, "The earth is round." You

get to the other side and you fall off. Well, we laugh at that today, but

actually that was only common sense. (There's a big difference between these

examples you're giving and predestination and free will). (The big difference

is that in one case there are examples you can give , make a statement that

you cannot understand " You take that on faith, but if there are two statements

which contradict , then you take both of them on faith. That's the big difference

your example with the apple , your example of the virgin b4r'g birth " These

are all examples of things that you can say, " 'Oh, I don't know how it happened"

But I'll take it on faith , it looks like a contradiction, but I just have

limited knowledge. When you talk about Free will and predestination , that's

not quite the same. There's a subtle difference, the difference being , in my

mind , not just something I can see, to me it's a bare faced contradiction.)
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